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Abstract: The inherent dynamic features of data offer huge concerns and hurdles for 

researchers when it comes to storing, processing, and interpreting big data. Due to its 

massive, varied, and complicated data sets, it necessitates a lot of storage and 

processing power. Distributed systems are commonly used to meet these criteria. Big 

data has been implemented in the cloud environment for the goal of cost-cutting and 

easy management. Since cloud computing encourages virtualization, protecting one's 

data becomes a more difficult task. Several privacy-preserving strategies have been 

created at various stages of the big data life cycle to acquire additional security and 

privacy over the data. However, existing privacy-preserving technologies are 

insufficient to provide complete data protection. As a result, the goal of this article is 

to provide a general review of the advantages and pitfalls of several state-of-the-art 

privacy protection strategies for big data in the cloud. This work, in particular, 

demonstrates a thorough examination of existing methodologies' effectiveness and 

usefulness in the current situation. Various possible remedies are also proposed 

based on the research. The work also tackles future big data research aspects relating 

to privacy preservation in cloud computing contexts. 

Keywords: Attribute based encryption, Identity based encryption, Fully 

homomorphic encryption, Security, Privacy  

 

1. Introduction 

 

Big data has gained the most popularity among researchers, academicians, 

corporations, and scientists as the demand for the internet continues to grow around 

the world. The reason for its increasing prominence in enterprises and corporations 

is that they have amassed a massive amount of data that did not exist just a few years 

ago. Big data is generated in large quantities from a variety of sources that it becomes 

very difficult to manage such massive amounts of data. Data analysis and processing 

are beyond the capabilities of traditional computing systems. As a result, we link them 

to different tools and procedures. It should be mentioned that 90% of the data has 
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been generated in the last few years. An standard relational database system is 

unsuitable for storing this information. As a result, we classify them as distinct types 

of data structures and databases. One approach for dealing with complex and massive 

data sets is to move them to the cloud. Data deployment on the cloud provides the 

most flexibility to the data owner. In the global internet market, more flexibility 

means more obstacles. In the age of big data analytics, good data management has 

become a necessary part for managing vast amounts of data. The widespread usage 

of cloud computing has resulted in a massive increase in data volumes and also 

diverse formats of data. To deal with such a wide range of data formats, efficient 

management necessitated addressing numerous concerns such as data size, variety, 

security, and so on. 

 

2. Big Data Overview 

 

In terms of vast size, complexity, and management, the development of massive 

amounts of data format from various data sources and collected into the storage 

device becomes a big difficulty for researchers. Big data has offered a variety of 

frameworks to address these issues. Until today, there has been no clear definition of 

big data. Different researchers have described it in their own distinct ways. Big data 

is defined as "any collection of massive and complicated datasets that cannot be 

analyzed using typical computing techniques," according to Wikipedia. IDC provides 

a common definition of big data: "Big data technologies" refers to a new generation of 

technologies and architectures aimed at extracting value from massive amounts of 

data from a range of sources at a low cost, by allowing the collection, analysis, and 

visualization of vast amounts of data [1]. Big data is no longer merely a collection of 

data; it has evolved into a full-fledged subject for academics and researchers, 

requiring the development and study of a variety of tools, approaches, and 

frameworks. Every day, new technologies, devices, and communications are 

developed. As a result, the amount of huge data produced by humanity is rapidly 

increasing. With the use of recent technological developments such as social media, 

the Internet of Things (IoT), sensor networks, healthcare applications, multi-media, 

cell phones, military websites, and many other businesses, a massive amount of data 

is being generated that is rapidly increasing around the world. Figure 1 depicts some 

of the primary fields that fall under the umbrella of big data. 
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Fig. 1.Major sources of big data 

• Black Box Data: Data stored in the black box of aeroplanes, helicopters, and jets: 

The black box of aeroplanes, helicopters, and jets is used to record microphone voices, 

performance information on aeroplanes, and so on. 

• Data from social media sites: Various social media sites save information about 

individuals all over the world. 

• Data from the stock exchange: It contains information on stock purchases and 

sales, among other things. 

• Transportation data: Transportation data contains information about a vehicle's 

model, capacity, distance, and many other characteristics. 

• Data from search engines: Different search engines retrieve information from 

various databases. 

• Healthcare data:  Big data is data that comes from a variety of sources in diverse 

formats such as text, audio, image, video, and so on, in vast quantities at a high rate. 

The created data could be in a variety of formats, such as structured, semi-structured, 

or unstructured, depending on the data type. Because the rate at which data is 

generated is rapidly rising each second, storing and managing data using traditional 

methods is becoming increasingly difficult [2]. Using the increasing variety of data, 

handling huge and complicated data sets with traditional methods becomes 

increasingly difficult. When it comes to maintaining data warehouses and processing 

data, big data presents a number of issues. As a result, an efficient system must be 

developed that can collect vast amounts of complicated data and analyse it effectively. 

Big data has broadened the field of scientific study by changing traditional 

commercial models into scientific values, and it has the potential to strengthen the 

economy [3]. Businesses and organizations can also employ data analysis to extract 

useful information from large amounts of data. Data analysts can use data analysis 

tools to improve the capacity of internal decision making, make inferences, and create 

new opportunities. The properties of big data are defined by the three V's: volume, 
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velocity, and variety. Deep research reveals that the three V's definition alone is 

insufficient to describe large data. In addition, the usefulness and validity of big data 

are included to provide a more comprehensive explanation of big data. Figure 2 

depicts the five primary features of big data: volume, velocity, diversity, value, and 

validity. 

 

Fig.2 Illustration of5V’s of Big Data 

 

Volume: Volume: This phrase refers to all forms of data that have been acquired in 

large quantities by various resources and that are continuing to grow in size. The key 

benefit is that it allows you to collect a large amount of data in order to uncover useful 

hidden records and patterns through data analysis. Data size is rapidly growing as the 

use of social networking, e-commerce, and e-governance sites grows at a rapid pace. 

Laurila et al. [4] devised a mechanism for collecting unique longitudinal data from 

digitalizing smartphone devices and handing it over to a study group. Every second, 

Google receives 43000 queries, Twitter receives 7000 previous tweets, and 24 lacs of 

emails are exchanged. YouTube has 80K video views and generates 21 TB of internet 

traffic. By the year 2020, one-third of the data will be stored in the cloud or to be 

transferred through the cloud. 

 

Velocity: The term velocity refers to the rate at which new data is generated from 

various sources and processed. The fundamental characteristic of velocity is how 

quickly new data must be processed. In another sense, velocity can be thought of as 

the rate at which data is transferred from one entity to another. Because of the 

absorption of supplementary data collections, the summary of previously preserved 

data or legacy collections, and streamed data that arrives from numerous sources, the 

contents and data size are constantly changing [5]. 

 

Variety: One of the most important characteristics of big data is its diversity, the data 

can be form of text, audio, log files, images, or videos. Variety is a term used to 

describe the property of data. Alternatively, the phrase variety refers to the various 

formats of data collected through the health-care system, digitalize sensors and smart 

phones, or social networking sites. A relational database, movies, photos, texts, 

audios, and data logs are examples of several data types that can be classified as 

structured or unstructured. Through mobile devices and sensors, Internet users 
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generate massive amounts of structured data [6] such as relational databases, online 

games, text messages, blogs, and social media content generate many sorts of 

unstructured data. A relational database is a type of organised data that stores 

information in tabular form, i.e. rows and columns. The majority of data generated by 

mobile applications is unstructured. 

 

Value: If someone is thrilled to extract some valuable information from an existing 

database, value may play a vital function in the field of Big data. To put it another way, 

it is the process of extracting vast amounts of hidden meaningful values from a big 

number of datasets of various types [7]. 

 

Validity:  The term validity refers to the accuracy and correctness of data for the 

intended application. When data is accurate and reliable, it aids business analysts in 

making the best judgments possible. 

Big data may be effectively utilised and used to forge new paths in a variety of human 

undertakings. It aids humans in gaining a greater understanding of the world. The 

growing amount of data, on the other hand, is posing a threat to user privacy. Various 

e-commerce sites, including as Flipkart, Amazon, Paytm, and Google, can, for example, 

analyse our purchase preferences and browsing habits based on our previous search 

history. Similarly, social networking services (such as Twitter, Instagram, and 

Facebook) store all of their members' sensitive information. Youtube, one of the most 

prominent video-sharing websites, can predict our video preferences and search 

habits.  

 

3. Privacy Issues in Big data 

 

For researchers, the security and privacy of big data has become a serious concern. 

Because of advances in technology in the areas of analytical tools and knowledge 

extraction applications, examining data and extracting usable information or patterns 

from enormous data sets has become more easier. These technologies may reveal 

personal information about the user that the user does not wish to be made public. 

As big data is increasingly being used to acquire, retain, and reuse personal 

information in order to gain commercial advantage, it may pose a threat to one's 

privacy and security. The following conditions [8] may constitute a breach of user 

confidentiality: 

• By combining one's data with existing storage databases, additional 

information about users can be inferred. This information may be private and 

personal to those who do not wish for it to be made public. 

• If confidential data are obtained and kept in an unsecured place, processing 

these data from an unsecured location may result in data leaking. 

Data production, data gathering, and data processing are the three primary stages of 

big data development. Researchers have created different privacy strategies based on 

various aspects of big data development in recent years to address privacy for big 

data. To keep data private, falsifying data techniques and access limitations are 

utilised during the data production process. In access restriction techniques, data 
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owners specify the data access limit so that only selected users have access to 

individuals' private data, but in falsifying techniques, original data is modified before 

transmission to a third party who may or may not be trustworthy. Encryption is the 

most common method for achieving privacy in big data throughout the data storage 

phase. Encryption is the process of converting a plaintext communication into a 

secret code using a specific method known as ciphertext. The adversary should not 

be able to decipher this ciphertext readily. The more difficult it is to decipher the 

meaning of ciphertexts, the more secure the data is. To achieve perfect data security, 

the adversary's understanding of ciphertext should be low. The researchers have 

introduced various well-known encryption-based strategies to address data security. 

Identity-based Encryption (IBE), Attribute-based Encryption (ABE), and Storage Path 

Encryption are the three kinds in general. These encryption algorithms are excellent 

for the security of cloud-based outsourced data. The sensitiveness of the information, 

or how much information is sensitive, determines cloud security. One simple way to 

keep data safe in the cloud is to send sensitive data to a private cloud and non-

sensitive data to a public cloud. However, because the number of users (authorised 

or unauthorised) varies based on the services, this technique fails due to limitations 

in data accessibility among data users. As a result, sensitive data requires robust 

privacy-preserving measures to ensure that the privacy and security of such sensitive 

data is maintained at a high degree. There are several data privacy-preserving 

processes and knowledge extraction methods for extracting and learning important 

information from stored data that are widely used throughout data processing. Some 

anonymization techniques, such as generalisation and suppression, can be used to 

protect data privacy. The primary goal of data processing is to assure the data's 

effectiveness while maintaining privacy. Knowledge extraction techniques like 

clustering, classification, and association rule mining, on the other hand, are used to 

extract useful records and patterns from huge and complex datasets. Clustering and 

classification algorithms can be used to partition input data into distinct groups, while 

association rule mining can be used to uncover valuable associations and fashions in 

the input data. Despite the fact that many scholars have published multiple research 

articles on big data, only a few of them write survey/review papers [3],[9]. These 

publications do a decent job of describing the fundamental concepts of 

confidentiality, security, and privacy preservation in large data, but they fall short of 

covering all facets of the subject. Although there are various important approaches to 

this topic, just a few are discussed in the research paper. Researchers in [3],[9], for 

example, did not succeed in presenting complete discussions of many elements and 

methods to big data privacy for cloud computing. There are no prospective issues in 

this area as well. 

Infrastructure of Big Data 

Big data is a collection of different data dimensions that enter at a high rate from 

various data sources. To properly manage a variety of data, an effective and powerful 

framework must be designed to process a huge amount of data received quickly from 

many sources. There are several stages to the Big Data life cycle. As demonstrated in 

Fig. 3, this involves data creation, data storage, and data processing. Traditionally, all 

generated data from diverse data sources is stored and processed in a single storage 
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system. The amount, pace, diversity, value, and veracity of big data may all be 

examined. However, current technology employs the concept of data dispersion to 

improve scalability, accessibility, and computing time. A single application may use 

several data storage to fetch the relevant information in data dissemination. Because 

data is now stored and processed in a distributed method. Big data storage and 

processing are investigated using the most popular cloud computing technologies, 

such as Hadoop MapReduce. 

 

Fig.3 Big Data Life Cycle 

This section describes the life cycle of big data. Moreover, a detailed discussion on the 

popularity of the deployment of big data on cloud, cloud computing technology and 

its challenges is carried out. 

4.1 Life Cycle Of Big Data 

 

• Data creation: During the data creation phase, a large amount of data is 

collected from many distributed sources such as sensors, telephones, 

transaction logs, social networking sites, and so on. Since the previous few years, 

the amount of data produced by humans and robots has increased 

tremendously. Instagram, for example, employs Amazon Web Services (AWS) to 

store and manage a vast volume of data created by Instagram users, such as over 

35 snaps that receive close to 150 likes in a second. Every day, 6000 billion 

business transactions are scrutinised in the hopes of uncovering fraud. For 

example, social networking sites like Facebook contribute significantly to the 

daily production of 35TB of new data. According to Forbes 

(http://www.forbes.com/), public cloud services have become one of the most 

popular among cloud customers around the world. The data is usually gathered 

from a variety of sources and stored in a centralised storage system. This storage 

system contains a large number of different data formats, such as structured, 

semi-structured, and unstructured data. As a result, traditional systems find it 

challenging to handle them effectively. 

• Data storage: The word "data storage" refers to the collection and management 

of massive volumes of data created by a variety of sources. Hardware 
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infrastructure and data management are the two fundamental components of a 

data storage system. The hardware infrastructure is in charge of putting all of 

the collected information and communications technology resources to use in 

order to complete various tasks. Data management [10] is a tool that consists of 

a collection of software that runs on top of hardware. It provides a variety of 

interfaces for interacting with and analysing stored data. These technologies are 

used to handle and query massive amounts of data.  

• Data processing: After storing a large amount of data in a storage system. The 

term "data process" refers to the transformation of data, as well as the collection, 

pre-processing, and extraction of useful information. Data storage is essential 

since data can come from a variety of sources, such as websites with text, images, 

and videos. 

 

4.2 Big data and Cloud Computing 

 

Big data requires a lot of processing and storage power, which can be met by using 

cloud computing technology. Cloud computing provides firms, organisations, and 

businesses with a variety of benefits, including quick processing power, on-demand 

storage capacity, scalability, and easy data access. They frequently use the cloud to 

take advantage of its various services. Virtualization, distributed storage, and 

processing are the most prominent cloud computing aspects, making it a more 

powerful technology in today's world. Cloud computing is more efficient and quick in 

performing computation operations on huge and complex data in a way that was 

previously difficult. Despite this, most businesses are hesitant to transfer sensitive or 

secret data to the cloud due to concerns about data privacy and security. They refused 

to outsource their data unless they were certain that it would be entirely secure in 

the cloud. Figure 4 depicts the cloud's basic design. Data owner, data storage server, 

and crypto-system are the three basic components of a cloud environment. It is the 

responsibility of the data owner to outsource his data to the cloud. The data storage 

server stores all data that the data owner outsources. To be considered a non-

trustworthy entity, crypto-systems conduct compute activities. After outsourcing 

data to the cloud, the data owner loses physical control of the data. A crypto-system 

is in charge of doing all cloud computations, and an untrusted entity may leak secret 

information. As a result, cloud computing raises major privacy concerns. 

• Outsourcing: Data owners use the cloud to store their information. This way, 

data owners not only save storage costs and computational costs, but also 

increase the level of accessible to authorised users. However, outsourcing data to 

the cloud by the data owner results in a loss of physical control over his data, 

which is one of the leading causes of cloud insecurity: data on the cloud can be 

leaked or damaged by someone for the purpose of gaining a competitive 

advantage or engaging in malicious activity. To address these concerns, a secure 

computing method and data storage system must be chosen. The verification 

integrity plays a critical role in ensuring data privacy for cloud users on 

outsourced data, ensuring that his data is completely stored in the cloud. 

Furthermore, an effective system must be developed to allow data owners to 

check data integrity and confidentiality.  
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• Multi-tenancy: Virtualization is another term for multi-tenancy. Virtualization 

allows numerous users to share the same cloud platform. With the help of a 

resource allocation policy, data from various cloud users is stored on identical 

physical data storage. In this circumstance, a cloud provider considers that all 

cloud users are completely trustworthy and honest, yet another cloud user who 

is already a customer of the same cloud provider may pose a threat. Another risk 

is that a user who is not a current subscriber of the cloud provider could 

compromise the system's privacy by stealing someone's data. As a result, such 

activities raise the risk of data and computation leakage for researchers. As a 

result, developing a process that maintains data privacy and security is critical. 

• Massive computation: Traditional procedures are inadequate for dealing with 

large amounts of data storage and complex data computation while maintaining 

individual privacy. As a result, a system that can efficiently manage data storage 

and calculation tasks is required. 
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Fig.1  Architecture of Cloud Computing 

 

4. Various Privacy / Confidential Issues in Data Generation Phase  

 

Active and passive data are two types of data generated from diverse sources. Active 

data is that which the data owner desires to make available to a third party, whereas 

passive data is that which is gathered by the third party through the data owner's 

online behaviour, such as browsing. The data owner may be completely ignorant that 

their information is being collected by a third party. As a result, it is vital for data 

owners to maintain data privacy during browsing activities and to safeguard their 

data from being stored by a third party. A data owner's need to keep all of his sensitive 
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and personal information hidden as much as possible. Restricting access policies or 

faking data techniques can be used to mitigate the impact of attacks on individual 

privacy during data generation [9]. 

 

5.1. Access Restriction  

 

One of the most popular features of cloud computing is data restriction, which allows 

the data owner to manage the accessibility of certain data to specific users after 

outsourcing his data to the cloud. This feature includes the ability for the data owner 

to distribute only those elements of the data that he desires. If he believes that specific 

material may expose his sensitive data, he simply refuses to access it. To maintain 

data privacy in a cloud setting, the data owner must adopt an effective fine-grained 

access control system and ensure that data has not been taken secretly by any 

permitted or unauthorised party. If the data owner wishes to transmit the data 

passively to a third party, he must use encryption tools [9], script blockers, and anti-

tracking extensions tools to ensure that the data remains private and that access to 

the confidential data is limited. There are also some other tools, such as anti-software 

and anti-malware software, that can be used to maintain data confidentiality on his 

laptop or computer. 

 

5.2. Fabricating Data 

Because access restriction does not offer a complete solution for data privacy, 

data owners may fail to keep their data confidential while using access restriction 

policies. Distort the data using certain software tools before the data is received 

by the third party in specified scenarios. It becomes extremely difficult for the 

opponent to recover the true information if the data has been tampered with. As 

a result, the data privacy is preserved by the distortion techniques. The data 

owners utilised the following tools to fake the data in order to hide an individual's 

online identity [9]. 

• Socketpuppet is a software security tool used by data owners to hide online 

characteristics of individuals through a variety of methods. Individual online 

activities are concealed by assuming a false identity and posing as someone else, 

so that information belonging to one person appears to belong to someone else. 

In this method, data owners are able to conceal individual identities from data 

collectors who are unable to obtain sufficient information about a single person. 

As a result, people are unable to identify the user's genuine identity, and personal 

information cannot be easily divulged. 

• Maskme is another security tool that is designed to conceal an individual's 

genuine online identity. This technique is especially useful when the data owner 

needs to reveal debit or credit card information when making an online purchase. 

The user can generate the assumed name of his private data, such as debit/credit 

card numbers and email addresses, using this programme. The data owner can 

use these assumed names whenever he wants. 

5.3. Privacy In Data Storage Phase 
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With recent advancements in data storage technologies, such as the rise of cloud 

computing, storing large volumes of data sets is no longer a problem, however data 

security is a key concern for academics and researchers. If numerous users have 

access to a single data storage unit, the security of the data may be jeopardised, and 

the disclosure of specific sensitive information can be extremely damaging. As a 

result, we needed to create a system that protects data privacy from the attacker. In 

the traditional model, data centres are responsible for performing complicated 

computations, data interchange, and data retrieval. To solve long processing times, 

distributed systems are introduced, in which a single application may demand data 

sets from multiple data centres, posing a data security concern. Application-level 

encryption [12], media-level security, database-level security, and file-level data 

security are the four levels of current data security technologies. The most 

challenging study topic has been safeguarding data security and privacy [13], [14], 

[15] for present storage architectures [16], however these solutions fail to support 

the big data analytics platform. The storage infrastructure should be scalable and 

dynamically configurable to support a variety of applications. One of the most 

important mechanisms for concentrating the requirements of the future cloud 

computing paradigm is storage virtualization [17]. In storage virtualization, several 

network storage devices are connected in a way that seems to be a single storage 

device. 

 

5. Several Approches to Privacy Preservation 

 

6.1 Storage Cloud 

 

When a large amount of data is generated by various resources, it is necessary to store 

it on cloud servers abroad. During the data storage phase, the cloud server is regarded 

to be an untrustworthy entity that must manage all data activities. Because cloud 

servers store all of the data, they may be compelled to expose all of it to competitors 

or marketing teams in exchange for a monetary reward. As a result, before storing 

data in the cloud, the data owner must implement a specialised security method to 

ensure data protection. Data security is primarily three-dimensional. The first is 

confidentiality, in which data is kept private and only the authorised user is aware of 

it. The second is integrity, which ensures that only authorised users have the capacity 

to modify data, and the third is availability [11], which ensures that data is always 

available to authorised users. Because these terms are directly related to data privacy, 

any violation of data confidentiality or integrity by anybody will have a direct 

influence on the privacy of users. As a result, we examined privacy issues in terms of 

data confidentiality and integrity in this section. Only a few mechanisms have been 

created to meet the need for data privacy. A sender, for example, can obtain privacy 

by encrypting his data with public key encryption (PKE). Encryption is a means of 

transforming a communication into another message that can only be decrypted by 

authorised users. The following are some key approaches that assist data owners in 

maintaining user privacy while data is kept in the cloud. 

 

6.2 Identity-Based Encryption 
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As the amount of big data stored in the cloud rises, it becomes more difficult for 

businesses to maintain data security and confidentiality. On the last two decades, a 

number of scientists have created a number of identity-based encryption algorithms 

[18] to protect data privacy in the cloud. Shamir invented Identity-based public-key 

cryptography in 1984 [19], which generates a public key for encryption and 

decryption using an individual's IP address, phone number, identity number, or email 

address. On the other hand, a private key generated by a third-party, referred to as a 

private key generator (PKG), uses a cryptographic algorithm to compute the related 

secret / private key from the public key. This strategy is used to protect the user's 

privacy. When compared to other public-key cryptography systems, an encryption 

key in IBE is based purely on an individual's identification, which reduces the 

encryption process's complexity. Despite the fact that some existing technologies can 

be utilised to update the ciphertext recipient, the Identity-based encryption (IBE) 

method has a fundamental flaw in that it does not allow ciphertext receiver updation. 

Consider the following scenario: if the data owner has to make changes to the 

recipient data, he must first download all data associated with specific users from the 

cloud, decrypt and re-encrypt the new data, and then outsource the re-encrypted data 

to the cloud. If the data owner is dealing with large amounts of data, this decryption 

and re-encryption method can be very time consuming and costly in terms of compute 

overhead. The data owner must be busy and online at all times throughout the 

process. As a result, it is necessary to relieve the burden of unnecessary computation 

on the data owner, which can be accomplished by transferring all computation tasks 

to a trustworthy third party with the data owner's decryption key. However, this 

approach causes some anxiety for the data owner because he must be completely 

reliant on the trustworthy third party, and the security of the encrypted message 

received by the authenticated user cannot be guaranteed. Mambo and Okamoto [20] 

proposed the proxy re-encryption (PRE) system, which was further explained in [21]. 

The PRE mechanism's major purpose is to manage the barriers to information sharing 

between distinct delivery. Without giving any information about the decryption keys 

or the actual message, a semi-trusted third party [20] can turn encrypted data for the 

requested user into encrypted data for other users. This approach transfers the data 

owner's superfluous workload to the proxy server, which eliminates the need for the 

proxy server to be online at all times. In [22], a proxy re-encryption method based on 

identity based encryption (IBE) was created. The authors presented a secret identity-

based proxy re-encryption (IBPRE) [23] architecture. The author can only update the 

receiver ciphertext once using this approach, however the expanding phase of huge 

data on the cloud necessitates multiple receiver updates. Liang et al. [24] proposed 

an anonymous identity-based proxy re-encryption strategy to meet the need for 

numerous ciphertext receiver updates with the likelihood of conditional fine-grained 

ciphertext sharing while also concealing the sender and receiver's identities. 

 

6.3 Attribute Based Encryption 

 

ABE is now a standard cryptographic tool for controlling fine-grained access to 

shared data. Several academics have proposed several attribute-based encryption 

techniques ABE [25], [26] to protect data privacy in the cloud. This approach secures 

the delivery of selected data in the cloud storage environment from beginning to end. 
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On ABE, data owners utilise access policies or an access tree structure to establish an 

environment where only selected data from big data sets is shared with authorised 

users in the cloud, and that data is encrypted and stored on the cloud under those 

policies. Encryption of data has been done based on a set of associated attributes to 

each user. Only those users whose attributes match the structure of the collection of 

attributes supplied by the data owner can decrypt the data. However, due to the 

addition or deletion of attributes for specific users, frequent changes in access 

controls may be required in big data over the cloud by the data owner. Any changes 

to access policies made by data owners may need to be shared with many entities. As 

a result, a powerful framework was needed to handle the data owner's random 

changes in access policy, however the researchers in [27], [28] failed to create an 

appropriate attribute-based access framework with policy update management 

techniques. As a result, the creation of such a framework is a difficult process. 

Following the data outsourcing to the cloud, the data owner deletes all outsourced 

data from the system and does not keep any replicas on the local system. If the data 

owner wants to change the existing policy, he must first download all of the data to 

his local machine, then re-encrypt it using the new policy and upload it back to the 

cloud server. This entire procedure has a significant communication overhead, is 

time-consuming, and has a high computing cost. Yang et al. [29] proposed a secure 

and verifiable updating framework to address the prior work's policy updating issue. 

The data owner just sends queries to the cloud to make any changes to the existing 

policy in this framework, and the cloud server performs computation directly on 

encrypted data to update the policy. This approach does not require downloading all 

the data and again encrypt it. 

The majority of attribute-based access control uses plain text to build the end user's 

access policy. As a result, these attribute-based access strategies utterly failed to 

provide data privacy. Various methods introduced by [30]–[34] to hide only the 

specific values of each attribute, such as wildcards [30], [31], Hidden Vector 

Encryption [32], and Inner Product Encryption [33], [34], rather than hiding or 

anonymizing the entire attribute, such as wildcards [30], [31], Hidden Vector 

Encryption [32], and Inner Product Encryption [33], [34]. While hiding some specific 

values of attributes can help to protect the user's privacy, the visibility of the attribute 

name may reveal sensitive information. As a result, the attackers may obtain certain 

personal information about the user. Consider the case where patient Bob encrypts 

her data and grants "Cardiologist Doctor" access to her medical information. As a 

result, the qualities "cardiologist" and "doctor" may play a role in the access policy to 

Bob's information. Anyone who sees this data, even if he or she is unable to view the 

concealed value of the characteristic, can infer that Bob may be suffering from heart 

difficulties, exposing Bob's privacy. As a result, Yang, K. et al. [35] presented a simple 

approach to hide the entire attributes instead of their corresponding value in the 

access policy to prevent privacy leaking from the access policy. When the attributes 

are hidden, however, it is impossible for both authorised and unauthorised users to 

determine which characteristics are involved in the access policy, making decryption 

a difficult challenge. Furthermore, the vast majority of these somewhat disguised 

policy plans are limited to supporting specific policy structures (e.g., AND-gates on 

multi-valued attributes). 
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6.4 Homomorphic Encryption 

 

As data has been obtained, it has been kept in either a public or private cloud. 

Attackers are unlikely to steal information from a private cloud since it is regarded to 

be trustworthy. As a result, intruders are flocking to the public cloud since it is so easy 

to compromise privacy. The most popular features, such as multi-tenancy and 

virtualization, are available in the cloud. As a result, the cloud provider distributes the 

same physical resources, such as memory space, to several users, increasing the 

chances of data theft. One of the greatest ways to protect data is to encrypt it before 

outsourcing it and keep it in the cloud. In recent years, there has been progress in 

development to achieve higher privacy of data on cloud by Fully Homomorphic 

encryptions schemes. FHE is an encryption method that allows for random 

computations on ciphertext data without decrypting the original message [36]. A 

number of studies have been conducted in the hopes of establishing homomorphic 

encryption algorithms [37]-[40]. Homomorphic encryption ensures complete data 

security, but it costs too much to compute and is difficult to create with current 

technologies. Table 1 shows a comparative analysis of several encryption algorithms. 

Table 1.Comparative study on various encryption methods 
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6.5 Storage Path Encryption 

 

Storing all of one's data on a centralised storage system in the cloud is one of the most 

difficult tasks in terms of data privacy leaking, because the cloud storage owner may 

either leak one's data to a rival or have storage crashes, resulting in data loss. Cheng 

et al. [12] proposed a strategy to safeguard huge data on cloud storage. Big data is 

divided into numerous sequenced segments in the author's system, and each segment 

is gathered on several storage devices held by different cloud service providers. It is 

necessary to collect all segments from various data storage locations and then restore 

them to their original state before handing over to the data owner. The storage of big 

data in the cloud is classified as either public data, private data, or a combination of 

both in this approach. Because everyone on the network has unrestricted access to 

public data, it does not require any additional protection. Hidden data, on the other 

hand, contains sensitive information and must be kept private from unauthorised 

users. This information is not available to all people and organisations who aren't 

interested in it. 

 

Encryption Scheme Features Limitation 

Identity based 

encryption 

• Accessibility of data  control 

is fully dependent on 

individual characteristic of an 

user such as email-id, identity 

number, etc. 

• It provide full access over all 

resources 

• Time consuming in 

large environment 

• Very difficult to design 

granular access control 

• Up-dation in encrypted 

data for specified 

receiver is impossible 

• Prior to process data, 

data must be download 

and decrypted 

Attribute based 

encryption 

• Access control is depend on 

set of attributes for specified 

user 

• It gives more privacy on data 

and flexibility of access 

control 

 

• Require excessive 

computational 

overhead to handle 

several user groups 

• Prior to process data, 

data must be download 

and decrypted 

• Not able to updating 

ciphertext receiver  

Proxy Re-encryption • Can be deploy on either 

Identity based encryption or 

Attribute based encryption 

environment 

• Updating encrypted text for 

receiver is not possible 

• Increase computational 

overhead 

• Prior to process data, 

data must be download 

and decrypted 

 

Homomorphic 

encryption 

• Allow to do computations on 

ciphertext 

• Extremely protected schemes 

 

• It give excess 

computational 

overhead  
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Fig. 5 Difference between Public Data and Private Data 

This system includes a trapdoor function that is simple to compute in one direction 

but difficult to compute in the opposite direction without the use of additional 

information. This method is mostly employed in cryptography applications. It is 

preferable to encrypt only the storage path rather than the entire big data, which is 

known as the cryptographic virtual association of big data. The proposed system also 

encrypts a few segments of data that are considered private in a few applications. 

There is a demand to build a method that stores several copies of the same data on 

separate cloud storage to improve the robustness and availability of large data. It's 

designed to deal with the unexpected, so that if information or a piece of data is lost 

from one cloud storage, we can recover it from another cloud. The storage directory 

information will be maintained by the big data owner [12]. 

Usage of Hybrid Clouds 

 

 

Fig. 6 Standard classificationsof Cloud 

The standard definition describes by the National Institute Of Standards And 

Technology (NIST), the cloud can be categorized into a private cloud, public cloud, 

and hybrid cloud models [17]. The private clouds which are own by the personal 

organization and be located behind a firewall. The owner of the private cloud will only 

decide who will utilize, access, and store data to the cloud from any place. Private 
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cloud owners give authorization to the user for uses of his private cloud. The public 

cloud is available to all and can be used by all service subscribers or customers for 

e.g. Amazon, Microsoft, or Google platform. The hybrid clouds which adopt the 

features of both public and private clouds. Its ability to combine the scalability of 

public cloud computing with the security and control of a private cloud. Private clouds 

are typically secure and trustworthy entities, but there are a few limitations such as 

scalability, availability, and data sharing that make it difficult to process and store big 

data [41] on private clouds. More capital investment is required to build such a highly 

scalable private cloud. In the age of big data, it is difficult to predict the demand for 

private cloud storage because the size, speed, and variety of data are constantly 

changing. Another limitation of the private cloud is the lack of software and analytical 

models required to manage heterogeneous data. In some cases, it may be necessary 

to share data among authorised users who do not have access to the private cloud or 

who do not belong to it. However, due to security concerns, sharing is not permitted. 

As a result, data sharing is yet another limitation of a private cloud. The public cloud, 

on the other hand, offers greater scalability and easy data sharing but is more 

vulnerable to security and privacy threats due to multi-tenancy of virtual machines 

and data. To overcome the limitations of both clouds, hybrid cloud concepts with 

public cloud and private cloud features have emerged. Researchers have combined 

the inherent features of the public cloud, such as processing power, scalability, and so 

on, with the security of the private cloud in this infrastructure. It broadens the 

scientific research opportunities for big data storage and processing. The majority of 

the time, hybrid clouds [41] are used for big data storage and privacy-preserving 

processing. The goal of hybrid clouds is to separate sensitive information from non-

sensitive information and collect it in a trusted server, referred to as a private cloud, 

rather than a trustworthy server, referred to as a public cloud [42]. 

Integrity Verification of Big Data 

Data owners lose physical control over outsourced data when they use cloud 

computing for big data storage. In a cloud computing environment, the cloud server 

is assumed to be an untrustworthy entity, putting the outsourced data at risk. As a 

result, the data owner must be strongly persuaded that his data is properly stored on 

the cloud in accordance with the service level agreement. To ensure the privacy of 

cloud users, one solution is to allow them to verify the entire data on the cloud 

themselves, whether the data is completely stored or not. Another option is to hire a 

third-party auditor (TPA) to verify the data on behalf of the data owner. As a 

consequence, there is a need to create a system that achieves an efficient and secure 

integrity verification mechanism. Several research papers on data integrity 

verification have been published in the last decade [43-52]. In the last decade, a 

variety of methods for verifying data integrity, such as the trapdoor hash function, 

checksum, Reed-Solomon code, message authentication code, and digital signature, 

have been introduced. One simple method for verifying the integrity of cloud-stored 

data is to retrieve all of the data from the cloud. However, because of the large volume 

of big data, it is not efficient in terms of time consumption and communication 

overhead. To address this issue, data scientists must create an efficient data integrity 

verification mechanism that does not require downloading whole data from the cloud 
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[43][44]. When all data is successfully outsourced, the cloud server provides a valid 

proof of data integrity in integrity verification mechanisms. Integrity verification 

should be performed on a regular basis to achieve the highest level of protection [43]. 

The standard architecture of any verification integrity mechanism is depicted in Fig.7, 

which consists primarily of three entities: Data owner (DO), Cloud Storage Server 

(CSS), and Third Party Auditor (TPA). 

 

In this architecture, the data owner outsources his data to the cloud, the cloud storage 

server is responsible for storing the outsourced data, and a third party auditor 

performs data verification on behalf of the data owner using any data integrity 

schemes. The integrity of the CSS can be verified by either the data owner or a third-

party auditor. 

The following steps are taken in the development of a remote integrity verification 

scheme that supports dynamic data update: 

1) Setup and data upload  

2) Authorization for TPA  

3) Challenge for integrity proof  

4) Proof integration 

5) Proof verification  

6) Updated data upload  

7) Updated metadata upload  

8) Verification of updated data  

 

Figure 7 depicts the relationship and order of these steps. These steps are explained 

in detail in [88] as to how they work and why they are necessary for cloud data 

storage integrity verification. 

 
 

Fig.7 Integrity verification framework for outsourced data 
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8.1 Provable DataPocession (PDP) 

 

Ateniese et al. [46] proposed the first PDP scheme that allows verification over 

outsourced data on cloud data storage [48,53]. This scheme also includes blockless 

verification and public verifiability, both of which can be performed concurrently. The 

homomorphic verifiable tag (HVT) is used as the building block of PDP based on RSA 

signature. The HVT tag is stored in the cloud alongside the original file and serves as 

file block verification metadata. The authors improved the efficiency of the formal S-

PDP and dubbed the scheme the PDP light version (E-PDP). However, it was later 

demonstrated that E-PDP does not provide security under the compact POR model. 

Integrity verification is a critical area for researchers, so much work must be done to 

ensure that it can continue to be used by subsequent work such as mixing in random 

coefficients and probability analysis. 

 

8.2 Proof of Retrievability (POR) 

 

Juels and Kaliski [47] begin by introducing the concept of POR. POR operates on the 

basis of a test protocol, in which the user receives a response from the service 

provider to ensure that the file is complete and retrievable. This scheme only works 

with static data storage, such as a library or an archive. It is also a cryptographic proof 

scheme that allows a cloud provider to confirm that a user can recover a sought-after 

file in its entirety. In 2008, Shacham et al. [50] added an improvement to the 

PORscheme known as compact POR, in which the authors provide enhanced security 

proof compared to the original PORproof and support the PDP model. They 

introduced the concept of private verification, in which only the client is authorised 

to use the private key to verify the data. No other party in the system is authorized to 

verify it. 

 

8.3 Dynamic Provable Data Processing (DPDA) 

 

The first integrity verification method, Dynamic PDP, was proposed in 2009 [], and it 

fully supports dynamic data structures. To verify updates, the integrity verification 

method employs a self-closed life cycle for the processes and a legal data structure 

such as a rank-based authenticated skip list. When an update such as inert, delete, or 

modification occurs, a rank-based authenticated skip list uses a logarithm amount of 

operations, similar to MHT. Except for public verifiability, this scheme has become 

essential for all dynamic data support mechanisms. 

 

9. Trade-Off Between Utility and Privacy 

 

Generalization and bucketization are the two major anonymization techniques that 

provide privacy in data publishing, but their use reduces the utility of the data, i.e. a 

higher degree of data anonymization implies a higher degree of privacy, which has a 

direct impact on the usefulness of the data, i.e. less knowledge can be extracted from 

the data. As a result, it is critical to establish an appropriate relationship between 

privacy and utility in big data. High data privacy results in less data utility, which 

indicates information loss. Many researchers proposed various computation 
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strategies to investigate the relationship between privacy gain and utility gain after 

anonymizing the data. Least distortion [55], visibility metric [56], regularized mean 

uniformity class size metric [57], and weighted certainty penalty [58], and 

information theoretic metrics [59], [60]  are examples of measuring the data loss 

schemes. To regulate the relationship between utility and privacy, such as maximise 

utility, minimise privacy, and maximise privacy where utilities tend to the accuracy 

in aggregation function estimations. To obtain an appropriate regulate trade-off 

between utility and privacy, the privacy-preserving data processing used a greedy 

methodology. During the anonymization process, use privacy preservation metrics 

and information loss metrics to generate multiple tables that meet the requirements 

of a specific privacy model. The greedy algorithm produces a table with the least 

amount of information loss. Measuring data privacy is a difficult task for the data 

owner. Consider the following scenario: the data owner generates a large amount of 

data, and a portion of that data is collected by a third party. The third party employs 

a number of analytical mechanisms to extract new information from the existing 

database. The data owner has the right to share only those parts of his or her data 

with a third party that do not reveal his or her sensitive information, as well as to 

decide how much and what type of data to share. If data is handed over to a third 

party, the privacy of the data may be jeopardised. If a different data owner manages 

or handles an account, it provides identical data to a third party. However, when 

privacy leakage occurs, a few individuals who care deeply about privacy may suffer 

more loss than those who care little about privacy. 

10. Extracting Knowledge From Data 

 

Most organisations use privacy-preserving data mining methods to recognise specific 

trends and patterns from existing databases in order to learn valuable data from a 

large amount of existing database without violating privacy. Because big data can be 

huge, complex, and dynamically changing, those privacy-preserving techniques are 

ineffective when applied directly to it. To effectively manage such large amounts of 

data, privacy-preserving techniques may be combined with one or more sets of 

techniques. Furthermore, those methods should address the privacy concern. To 

analyse large and complex data, researchers proposed several analytical tools such as 

clustering, classification, and association rule-based techniques. 

 

10.1 Privacy Preserving Clustering 

 

Clustering is a common data processing method that is used to analyse unused data. 

Clustering allows you to divide unlabeled input data into distinct sets [61]. 

Traditional clustering methodology is not supported for big data processing because 

it requires data to be in a similar layout and filled into a single processing unit. The 

researchers have published several results in recent years [62], [63]. Despite this, 

there have been numerous drawbacks related to privacy concerns and computational 

complexity. Shirkhorshidi et al. [64] proposed a number of methods for various types 

of clustering. Dimension reduction and sampling methods, in particular, have been 

developed for centralised machine clustering, while parallel and map-reduce 

methods have been developed for distributed machine clustering in order to 
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overcome computational complexity issues. To improve system efficiency, X. Hu. et 

al. [66] proposed a cloud computing-based parallel processing method. Similarly, 

Feldman et al. [68] propose a parallel processing method to make clustering suitable 

for large data sets. A tree construction is used to create core sets, according to this 

theory. Feldman et al. reduced the required amount of energy while improving 

processing time. However, privacy is the top priority in all of the methods [61-68]. 

Because big data involves a large amount of complex data, privacy preservation in 

clustering becomes a more difficult problem. S. R. M. Oliveira [69] proposed a method 

for clustering privacy preservation based on hybrid geometric data 

transformation. This method alters numerical attributes through scaling, rotations, 

and translations, which improves privacy while decreasing data utility. These 

methods, however, are not practical. Oliveira and Zaiane [70] describe a method for 

a centralised data-based system that employs object similarity-based representation 

and dimensionality reduction. This method was designed for a centralised data 

system and did not work in a decentralised data system. W. Xiao-Dan [65] proposes 

privacy-preserving clustering based on a probability distribution-based model to 

improve clustering efficiency in a new set of data that is unfamiliar with the existing 

data sets. A. M. Elmisery presents a distributed local clustering method in [67] to 

handle complex and distributed large data sets. To achieve privacy protection, the 

author used secure multi-user computation-based methods known as homomorphic 

encryption. All of the preceding methods used low order statistics for clustering, 

which produces poor results when the data becomes complex. As a result, low order 

statistics are ineffective for complex and large data sets. In [71], Shen and Li proposed 

clustering techniques based on information-theoretic measures to overcome the 

failure of low order statistics. In this method, nodes are exchanged with their natives 

based on some parameter rather than actual data. 

10.2 Privacy Preserving Data Classification 

 

Classification is the process of assigning a new data item to a predefined group or 

class. Classification is based on supervised learning concepts, whereas clustering is 

based on unsupervised learning concepts. The classification algorithms in the 

traditional approach were designed to work in centralised environments. Because of 

the tremendous growth in the size of big data, traditional classification algorithms 

have been enhanced with new features such as the ability to run in a parallel 

computing environment. For example, in [72], the author introduced a classification 

algorithm that can process data in two ways: it can classify the data on its own or it 

can forward the input data to another classifier. This algorithm is known as 

classification algorithms. This method is capable of performing computations on large 

and complex data sets very efficiently. Similarly, Rebentrost et al. [73] proposed a 

quantum-based support vector machine for big data classification. The researcher 

improved the computational complexity and reduced the required processing 

information using this method, but it has the disadvantage of using undeveloped 

hardware technologies in quantum computing. Such efforts in the development of 

classification algorithms for big data improve performance but cannot be successful 

in preserving data privacy. Agrawal et al. [74] created a privacy-preserving 

classification algorithm for extracting information from data. In this method, the 
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original data is first distorted by appending random offsets, and then the Bayesian 

formula is used to obtain the density function of the original data, which is then used 

to rebuild the decision tree. This method's limitation is that it is only appropriate for 

centralised data. Another method in [75] introduced a privacy-preserving data 

mining algorithm that employs random reconstruction methods. [76] describes a 

privacy-preserving method for dealing with distributed databases. To protect the 

privacy of the data, this method employs the perturbation matrix. The privacy of the 

original data can be achieved by using a random operation in the algorithm, but this 

method is not suitable for use with diverse data. As a result, [76] has proposed a 

privacy-preserving method that can be run on distributed databases. It improves data 

privacy with the help of the perturbation matrix. Due to the nature of the algorithm, 

it is necessary to reconstruct the original data from the distorted data set. This 

method may reduce the algorithm's accuracy. The author of [77] proposed a method 

for improving the algorithm's accuracy by using a single attribute data random 

matrix. This method modifies the data slightly, and the reformation of the original 

data set is aided by the use of a multi-attribute joint distribution matrix. Zhang and Bi 

[78] developed privacy-preserving techniques for classification by taking advantage 

of the multi-attribute join distribution matrix and making minor improvements to 

accuracy and privacy. Despite this, it cannot be appropriate for large and complex 

data sets. 

10.3 Privacy Preserving Association Rule Mining 

 

Several researchers were initially drawn to the data mining-as-a-service (DAAS) 

model in cloud computing. In this model, data owners outsource their data to the 

cloud to reduce storage and computational costs, and their mining tasks are delegated 

to the cloud service provider. This privacy-protection movement began as a serious 

concern about the success of data mining. Clustering and classification are data 

mining techniques used to assemble the input data, whereas association rules are 

used to find the essential patterns or relationships between the input data. Due to the 

use of parallel computing and cloud computing, traditional methods were incapable 

of handling large amounts of diverse data. For many years, researchers have been 

trying to figure out how to discover the interconnected connections of information on 

larger data sets. Recently, tree structures, such as the FP-tree [79], have been used to 

obtain the pattern. Several methods [80]-[82] have been developed to handle large 

and complex data in an efficient manner using the map-reduce technique. In general, 

the map-reduce technique is appropriate for a cloud-based association rule finding 

algorithm. Nonetheless, the researchers' proposed methods [80]-[82] do not protect 

the privacy of the input data. To protect privacy in association rule mining is a method 

of preventing confidential information from being mined. Several researchers apply 

privacy-protection concepts, such as in [74], where privacy is achieved by distorting 

or altering the original data. Changing the original data so that an approximation of 

the actual data distribution can be generated using distorted data without revealing 

the meaning of the original data. As a result, [83] has imposed more stringent 

conditions in order to improve privacy. [84, 85] used privacy protection techniques 

on Boolean association rules and distorted the original data in a manner similar to 

other methods. The cryptographic approach is used in some methods to build 
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decision trees [86]. One example of privacy-preserving data mining is secure multi-

party computation [86]. While these methods can protect privacy and accuracy to 

some extent, they are not fully capable of managing large and complex data sets.   

11.Access Control and Secure 

 

11.1 End To End Communication 

 

Data owners offload all sensitive data to the cloud and employ some access control 

mechanisms to ensure that data is only accessible to authorised users. Before sending 

data to the cloud, it was encrypted using various encryption techniques such as IBE, 

ABE, and PRE to ensure data privacy. If the data owner needs to make changes to the 

data before uploading it, entire datasets must be retrieved or decrypted from the 

cloud to perform any updated operations. The main issue with retrieving or 

decrypting entire datasets from the cloud is that the data owner must perform 

unnecessary downloading, uploading, and time-consuming tasks. Outsourcing re-

encrypted updated data to the cloud adds complexity to the data, making it more 

difficult to perform any computation or fine-grained analysis. Proxy re-encryption 

schemes have mitigated this disadvantage to some extent. However, in order to obtain 

the values from the uploaded data, the data must be shared several times with 

different organisations. Because different organisations use different cryptographic 

methods, the data owner must decrypt and re-encrypt to generate the decryption 

keys using their cryptographic mechanisms. These procedures not only add to the 

computational overhead, but they also increase data insecurity. To address the 

aforementioned issues, an encryption technique that allows information to be 

exchanged among multiple data consumers without requiring decryption and re-

encryption is preferable. 

11.2 Data Anonymization 

 

To protect the data, the data owner must anonymize the data as well as the user's 

history, which includes all activities performed by authorised users to access the data 

from the cloud. Data anonymization is a technique for erasing all of a user's records 

and personal information, which aids in concealing the user's identity. The main issue 

with anonymization is that the existence of powerful analytic tools and the massive 

amount of data renders anonymization mechanisms ineffective. Before implementing 

the anonymization technique, it is necessary to carefully examine "Is anonymized 

data susceptible to any threats?" and build a data loss metric based on the study of 

various threat models. We need to develop an effective anonymization mechanism to 

deal with the dynamic nature of data, as most anonymization techniques only work 

on static data. This necessitates the development of new utility and privacy metrics. 

Furthermore, because data anonymization is a time-consuming process, it 

necessitates automatic data handling with the massive growth of data. 

11.3 Decentralized Storage 

Traditionally, generated data from various sources was stored in a centralised 

storage system on the cloud and regarded as third party authority (TPA). Despite the 
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fact that it has a number of advantages, the failure of a single point results in the loss 

of all data. The data owner has lost control of the data after outsourcing it to the cloud 

and is completely reliant on the TPA. Because TPA is assumed to be a semi-trusted 

authority on the cloud that can disclose personal data to competitors, a single breach 

in privacy can have far-reaching consequences. As a result, data privacy becomes a 

difficult task in the cloud environment. To address these issues, several researchers 

propose implementing multiple authority systems or decentralised storage to store 

the in multiple cloud. Decentralized systems include IndieWeb [87] and OwnCloud. 

Data that is extremely sensitive to the organisation will be stored on a private cloud, 

while non-sensitive data will be stored on the public cloud. Such systems, however, 

are difficult to manage and increase the managing cost, key generation time, and 

uploading/downloading time proportionally. As a result, we must devise an efficient 

system that requires less computation time and is simple to manage. 

11.4 Machine Learning Methods and Data Analytics Frameworks 

Many powerful analytical tools have been developed by researchers in the fields of 

machine learning and data mining. These analytical tools are used to predict some 

valuable information and facts from a large volume of collected datasets and are given 

full access to the data. Nowadays, various powerful machine learning methods have 

been applied on cloud data with high execution power (e.g. cloud computing), which 

has played an important role in big data analytics. These are widely used to influence 

big data's analytical power. For example, in the fields of astronomy, medical science, 

and space satellites, the analytical power of big data is being used on a large scale. It 

is permissible to allow third-party resources to perform analytical computations on 

sensitive data. Allowing third-party resources to perform analytical computation on 

sensitive data may result in user privacy violations. To protect users' privacy, 

machine learning methods such as clustering, classification, and association rule 

mining must be organised in a privacy-preserving manner. 

In some cases, data held by the organization's data owners (e.g., health care data) do 

not have enough information to find meaningful facts in the same domain, and finding 

that data may be costly or difficult due to permissible constraints and concerns about 

privacy violations. To address such issues, most organisations require the 

deployment of an effective privacy-preserving distributed analytic framework 

capable of handling disparate datasets from various sources while maintaining the 

confidentiality of each dataset. Secure data sharing with fine-grained access 

multiparty computation methods such as homomorphic encryption technique can be 

used to solve such problems; however, the main issue with using homomorphic 

encryption in big data is that the analytics must ensure that the computational 

complexity is kept to a minimum. 

Conclusion and Future Research Issues 

 

A massive amount of data is generated and then processed to extract some valuable 

data from an existing database using various analytical tools, but due to the massive 

amount of data, it becomes extremely difficult to analyse, process, and secure the data 

using traditional privacy-preserving methods. It stimulates research interest among 

researchers and academicians in the field of data integrity verifications. Existing 
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integrity verification mechanisms have yielded some promising results, and much 

research is being conducted in the direction of the development of cloud and big data 

applications that require new emerging systems to meet new requirements and 

address current challenges in terms of efficiency, storage, computation and 

communication, security, and scalability / elasticity. Without developing and 

implementing data-driven algorithms, it is impossible to predict the next generation 

of big data and cloud computing applications. In this paper, we conducted a thorough 

investigation and attempted to describe the benefits and drawbacks of each stage of 

the big data life cycle in terms of privacy and security when it comes to big data 

applications. Several methods have been introduced in recent years to safeguard the 

privacy and security of big data, from data generation to data processing, but their 

efficiency in preserving privacy is remarkable, opening up several issues and 

challenges. 
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